
CONTEST ‘s RESULT

Photo & Poster drawing Contest
on 

Soil and Water: 
a source of life



The photo contest was addressed to professional, occasional or 
‘wannabe’ photographer

… with the objective to raise awareness on the 
precious link between soil and water.



Photo contest And many more!

We received around 

500 photos from all 

around the world!

And 4228 total 

interactions!



The finalists

Shyam Raj Vishwakarma, India Raphael Belmin, Senegal MD Shafiul Islam, Bangladesh



The finalists

Roberto Franco, Brazil Mark Lester Bagay, Philippines Juan Miguel Torres Cabrera, Spain



1st prize Juan Miguel Torres Cabrera, Spain

‘’Wheat grows after flooding’’

Soil flooding of the "gavia" 
cropping system (Fuerteventura -
Canary Islands - Spain) improves 

water availability for wheat 
cultivation, reduces salinity and 
brings nutrients to the soil with 

the transported sediment".

1762 likes!



2nd prize Mark Lester Bagay, Philippines

‘’ Every drop counts, every soil 
matters!’’

Our collective responsibility to 
preserve and protect these vital 

resources. Through mindful 
consumption, conservation 

efforts, and sustainable practices, 
we can contribute to an healthier 

planet for current and future 
generations.

1545 likes!



Raphael Belmin, Senegal3rd prize

‘’Kandjandou’’

The agrarian societies of 
Casamance in Southern Senegal 

excel in the art of capturing 
rainwater, employing a traditional 

agricultural tool known as the 
"Kadjandou." This tool is 

specifically designed for shaping 
rice paddies. Farmers utilize the 
Kadjandou to create clay bunds 

that retain rainwater in small plots. 
Within each plot, ridges are formed 
to plant young rice plants. The long 

handle of the Kadjandou allows 
farmers to leverage their strength 

effectively. As a result, the 
Kadjandou serves as the keystone 

of an ingenious agricultural system. 
This system enables Diola 

communities to cultivate rice 
without the need for artificial 

irrigation



• The posters were created 
by children from ages 5 to 
14, who used their 
imagination to show how 
healthy soil and clean 
water contribute to 
achieve sustainable and 
resilient agrifood systems. 



Poster contest And many more!

We received more than 

200 posters from all around 

the world!

And over 10 000 

interactions!



Children’s Poster contest (5-10 years old)

2nd prize1st prize 3rd prize

Sára, 
7 years old,

Slovakia

Advik, 
7 years old,

India

‘’Ladybugs’’ 
preschool 

class, 6 years 
old,

Serbia



Children’s Poster contest (10-14 years old)

1st prize 2nd prize 3rd prize

Ariane, 
13 years old, Philippines

Saanvi, 
10 years old, IndiaJui-Yi Hsu,

10 years old, China




